















hypothesis.with.a.“live.hypothesis”;. that. is,. a. live.socio-epistemic.pos-
sibility.which.has.been.evaluated.for.many.years.by.well-informed.and.
well-respected.experts.who.deem.it.true,.or.about.as.likely.as.any.other.












































The. eliminativist. hypothesis. may. be. taken. to. consist. of. two. parts .
First,.it.says.that.even.though.we.have.many.cognitive.states,.none.of.them.
counts.as.a.propositional.belief;. in.other.words,.“S.believes.P”.is.false .

































significant. epistemic. threat .This. follows. from. the. liveness. of. the. new.
sceptical.hypotheses .While.the.traditional.hypotheses.are.usually.taken.

















[T]he. arguments. for,. and. particulars. of,. live. scepticism. are. of. significant.
philosophical.interest.even.if.they.don’t.change.the.way.we.construct.theo-
ries.of.knowledge.and.warrant .[…].There.is.something.simple,.clean,.hyp-












story. of. live. hypotheses. is. nothing. but. a. story. of. relevant. alternatives,.
for. in.both. cases. the. idea. is. that. if. one.believes.P,. and.Q. is. a. relevant.
alternative.to.P,.then.one.must.rule.out.Q.in.order.to.know.P .Obviously,.
however,.a.relevant.alternative.need.not.be.live.in.Frances’.sense,.while,.
on. the.other. hand,. every.hypothesis.which. satisfies. the. liveness. condi-
tions.may. count. as. a. relevant. alternative. (see.p . 24;. for. contextualism,.
see.esp .pp .144–152) .I.think.we.can.also.detect.some.similarities.with.























of. them.and. their. liveness. results. from.our.being.members.of.a.certain.
epistemic.community .This.new.scepticism.warns.us.that,.just.as.there.are.
other.important.things.which.we.inherit.from.our.epistemic.communities.
(e g .knowledge),.the.loss.of.knowledge.may.also.be.among.them .In.that.
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morally.prohibited”,. and. the. like. (Frances’s. examples,.p .158),. then.he.
would.have.to.substantially.revise.the.criteria.for.liveness,.which.might,.in.
turn,.threaten.to.blur.the.border.between.live.and.traditional.scepticism 
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